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Figure 1: A morph that transforms any 3D barchart into either a faceted barchart or a stacked barchart when it touches a
surface in the immersive environment, depending on its angle of intersection. Left: Still images of the animated transition.
Images labelled “1” and “3” correspond to states (keyframes) in the morph, images labelled “2” correspond to the transitions in
the morph. Right: State machine of the morph that corresponds with the still images via colour-coding (yellow for states, green
for transitions). Blue represents signals used to control the behaviour of transitions in the overall morph.

ABSTRACT
We present Deimos, a grammar for specifying dynamic embod-
ied immersive visualisation morphs and transitions. A morph is a
collection of animated transitions that are dynamically applied to
immersive visualisations at runtime and is conceptually modelled
as a state machine. It is comprised of state, transition, and signal
specifications. States in a morph are used to generate animation
keyframes, with transitions connecting two states together. A tran-
sition is controlled by signals, which are composable data streams
that can be used to enable embodied interaction techniques. Morphs
allow immersive representations of data to transform and change
shape through user interaction, facilitating the embodied cognition
process. We demonstrate the expressivity of Deimos in an example

gallery and evaluate its usability in an expert user study of six im-
mersive analytics researchers. Participants found the grammar to
be powerful and expressive, and showed interest in drawing upon
Deimos’ concepts and ideas in their own research.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing→ Visualization theory, con-
cepts and paradigms; Visualization toolkits; Mixed / aug-
mented reality.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Immersive environments, such as virtual and augmented reality
(VR/AR), offer people a platform for human-computer interaction
that utilises a variety of human senses and a range of physical
human interactions. Compared to traditional desktop interaction,
immersive environments offer users a more natural and embodied
experience of interaction [14]. Affordances for interaction can be
embedded directly within virtual objects, allowing people to use
their bodies to physically act upon those objects in a manner that
leverages proprioception [46]. In the same way real-world objects
can morph and change shape in response to physical actions, so
should embodied representations of data in Immersive Analytics
[43]. Interaction is crucial in data visualisation to handle complexity
and allow changes to views [47]. When an embodied visualisation
is acted on by a user, it may undergo a transition in its visual state
reflecting a change in encoding of data to representation. Animation
is a very common technique to help users naturally keep track of
such visual changes in statistical graphics [25, 50].

Animation that preserves congruency between changes in data
and its visual representation [63] has been demonstrated to confer
benefits in myriad situations. It can aid decision-making in certain
tasks [22], increase viewer engagement in data-driven stories [2, 25],
and promote literacy of unfamiliar and/or complex visualisation
designs [53, 66]. However, these past explorations of animation in
visualisation do not consider deep integration of animation and
user interaction [72]. Since embodied interaction relies on gestural
congruency between the interaction and resulting visual changes,
interaction and animation both clearly go hand in hand for embod-
ied Immersive Analytics applications.

However, compared to the decades of research and development
of desktop-based data visualisation packages for animation (e.g.
[19, 20, 32, 32, 62, 72]) and interaction (e.g. [4, 55, 72]), equivalent
tools for Immersive Analytics lag far behind.While some Immersive
Analytics research has investigated the combination of animation
and interaction [38, 70], no work has yet presented a unified lan-
guage and grammar for the definition of such immersive interactive
animations. Moreover, despite the numerous toolkits supporting
the authoring of immersive visualisations (e.g. [9, 11, 49, 58]), none
allow for the rapid design and prototyping of embodied interactions:
a glaring gap in the literature given the prevalence of embodiment
in Immersive Analytics [6].

Therefore in this paper we introduce Deimos: a declarative gram-
mar for authoring dynamic embodied immersivemorphs for im-
mersive visualisations. We use the term morph to signify an em-
bodied visualisation’s ability to change shape when actions are
performed on it by a user. In contrast to traditional animated tran-
sitions, morphs are adaptive and can be applied to any data visual-
isation in the environment that matches the partial visualisation
specification of one of the morph’s states. Transitions connect these
states through animation that can be controlled by signals: data
streams which stem from embodied user interaction. These are
specified using the Deimos grammar and are written in JSON. The

adaptivity of morphs allows them to be used in both analysis and
presentation, depending on the degree of specificity of the morph.

We begin by detailing a set of design goals that allow morphs to
leverage the strengths of immersive environments not present on
desktops (Section 3). We then introduce the Deimos grammar itself,
detailing its components, primitives, and specification (Section
4). Next, we describe a prototype implementation of the Deimos
grammar (Section 5), developed in Unity as an extension to the
DXR toolkit by Sicat et al. [58]. To demonstrate the expressivity of
Deimos, we present an example gallery ofmorphs created in Deimos
which highlights key characteristics of the grammar (Section 6).
We also conducted a user study in which six Immersive Analytics
researchers used Deimos to create their own morphs. Through
semi-structured interviews with these participants, we gauge the
usability of Deimos (Section 7) and elicit discussion topics and
future research directions for morphs (Section 8).

Our contributions include both engineering efforts and theoreti-
cal knowledge, and are summarised as follows:

(1) A grammar for the declaration of dynamic, embodied, inter-
active animated morphs in immersive environments called
Deimos, and an implementation of the grammar in Unity.

(2) An example gallery of interactive morphs, and a user study
and semi-structured interviewwith six Immersive Analytics
researchers that validates the design, implementation, and
usability of the Deimos grammar.

(3) An open-source toolkit that enables rapid design and pro-
totyping of embodied interactions for Immersive Analytics
which can accelerate future research in this area.

(4) A conceptualisation of howmorphs can be defined as keyframe
animations but be later applied as presets & templates dur-
ing analysis and/or presentation in VR/AR.

(5) A shift towards animation that is designed around and
driven by (embodied) interaction, as opposed to existing
methods that are mostly driven by the data.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Interactive Animated Transitions on 2D

Screens
When a visualisation changes between visual states, animation is
commonly used to help viewers maintain awareness of how data
marks have changed throughout the transition [25, 50], thus min-
imising change blindness [47]. Various grammars and toolkits have
been developed to aid designers in creating animated 2D statistical
graphics for use in data-driven storytelling, such as Gemini [33] and
Gemini2 [32], Canis [20] and CAST [19], and DataAnimator [62].
These all fundamentally use keyframe animation, which has been
shown to be the preferred paradigm of animation designers [61].
Earlier work by Tversky et al. [63] however could not find strong
evidence of animated graphics being superior to static ones, espe-
cially as animations were often too complex or fast to be accurately
perceived. They instead suggested that interactivity may be one
way to capitalise on the strengths of animation by allowing users to
directly control its playback (start, stop, rewind, etc.). Indeed, later
research found that combining interactivity with animations can
improve outcomes for certain data analysis tasks (e.g. [1, 51]). More
recent work by Zong and Pollock et al. [72] formalised interactive
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animation in the form of Animated Vega-Lite, an extension to Vega-
Lite [55] which adds a time encoding channel and event streams
to enable interactive animations for use in data analysis. Such in-
teractive animations (e.g. [1, 51, 52, 72]) oftentimes expose their
animation controls via a time slider and toggleable start/stop button.
A good example of more direct interaction with conventional 2D
animations is that of DimpVis by Kondo and Collins [34]. Through
direct manipulation, users can touch a mark to select it, revealing
a “hint path” that they can drag their finger along. This causes the
visualisation to temporally navigate forwards or backwards using
animation, with the selected mark following the hint path. The
subsequent work on Glidgets by Kondo et al. [35] followed a similar
premise but for dynamic graphs.

Of course, our work is differentiated from that of previous works
by its immersive nature. We introduce new concepts and ideas to
accommodate the shift to immersive environments, as we later
detail in Section 3.

2.2 Embodied Interaction and Metaphors for
Immersive Animations

Immersive Analytics is characterised by the use of interactive, en-
gaging, and embodied analysis tools [43]. As such, there is a desire
to move away from WIMP-based controls in favour of more di-
rect, embodied styles of interaction [6, 12]. In embodied interaction
[14], affordances are embedded within the artefact (in our case the
data visualisation) itself, re-framing computational processes and
operations as direct interactions of one’s body with the physical
world [16, 69]. This approach, as Dourish [14] notes, moves the user
interface into the background where it is no longer the centre of
attention. Embodied interaction is capable of leveraging metaphors
[36], which can make it easier to remember interaction techniques
and help users develop their mental model of the target domain [10].
Such metaphors have been extensively used in embodied Immer-
sive Analytics research as a result, typically involving mid-air input.
ImAxes by Cordeil et al. [12] used several interaction metaphors,
such as direct manipulation to compose visualisations based on
the proximity and relative orientation of embodied axes (a similar
metaphor was also employed using the MADE-Axis by Smiley et al.
[59]), and a “throw away” metaphor to delete these visualisations.
FIESTA by Lee et al. [40] used a similar throwing metaphor but for
pinning visualisations onto surfaces in the environment. FiberClay
by Hurter et al. [27] used a “grab” metaphor for translating, rotating,
and scaling a 3D trajectory visualisation.

Embodied interaction has also been used to directly control im-
mersive animated transitions. Tilt Map by Yang et al. [70] is a
visualisation that transforms between three states: a choropleth
map, prism map, and barchart. As the visualisation is tilted using a
VR controller, the visualisation is interpolated between the three
states based on the tilt angle. More interesting is the recent work by
Lee et al. [38] which demonstrated the use of the visualisation’s spa-
tial context as part of the metaphor. They described techniques for
transforming visualisations between 2D and 3D, such as “extruding”
a 2D visualisation into 3D using a “pinch and pull” gesture. For the
technique to be valid however, the 2D visualisation must also be
placed against a physical 2D surface. Through this, the metaphor
is not only of the visualisation being extruded, but also of it being

taken from a surface and “brought out into” space. Both of these
works [38, 70] also demonstrate a high level of gestural congruency
between the interaction and the visualisation that is manipulated,
which is vital in embodied interaction [29, 30]. For example, the
aforementioned extrusion technique described by Lee et al. [38]
causes the visualisation to expand at the same rate as the hand is
being pulled, directly mapping the extent of the extrusion to the
user’s hand position.

While other works do use animations in prototype implementa-
tions (e.g. [11, 18, 24]), animation has largely been used to maintain
awareness during transitions and has not been the focal point of the
research (unlike that of Yang et al. [70] and Lee et al. [38]). There-
fore in this work we further explore the use of embodied interaction
to control visualisation animations in immersive environments.

2.3 Toolkits and Grammars for Immersive
Analytics

In recent years, many toolkits and frameworks have emerged to
support research and development in Immersive Analytics. Some
specialised toolkits have been developed which focus on specific
application cases. MIRIA [7] allows user experiment data such as
head and hand movements to be replayed in an AR environment
for in-situ analytics. RagRug [17] is a situated analytics toolkit
that updates immersive visualisations in either VR or AR through
the use of a distributed data flow from the Internet of Things and
NODE-Red.

Toolkits have also been developed to facilitate more generic
visualisation authoring in immersive environments. While certainly
not as mature as desktop-based packages such as gg2plot [67] and
D3 [4], they typically provide a strong foundation that can and have
been extended in subsequent works. These toolkits can largely
be distinguished by how visualisations are created by the user.
IATK [11] and u2vis [48] primarily expose their authoring tools
through a GUI—typically through the Inspector window of the
Unity game engine’s editor. In contrast, DXR [58] and VRIA [9]
facilitate visualisation authoring using human-readable JSON files.
A grammar defines the syntactical rules of this JSON file, which is
then interpreted by the system to produce the visualisation. In the
case of both DXR and VRIA, the grammar is based on Vega-Lite’s
grammar [55]. Declarative grammars such as these have proven to
be popular in data visualisation (e.g. [20, 33, 55, 72]) as they separate
how a visualisation is defined from how it is created by the system.
These declarative grammars can also make it easier to author data
visualisations, thus leading to more rapid prototyping of ideas.

A common limitation in Immersive Analytics toolkits however
is their support for interactivity. While toolkits like IATK [11]
and DXR [58] provide built-in methods for interacting with the
visualisation such as brushing and range filtering, they do not
expose user-friendly means to create new interactions and instead
require extending the source code itself. In contrast, our work aims
to devise a grammar that can enable interactive animated transitions
in immersive environments. As a result, our work contributes a
grammar that can support both authoring of immersive animated
transitions and help design new (embodied) interaction techniques.
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3 DEIMOS DESIGN GOALS
The shift from 2D to 3D is more than just a third spatial encod-
ing. Early in the development of Deimos, we identified several
key differences between animated transitions in immersive and
non-immersive environments that give rise to new research chal-
lenges. These challenges were rephrased and synthesised into three
design goals (DG) which influenced the creation of the Deimos
grammar, allowing us to focus on the novel characteristics of im-
mersive headsets and environments, in turn opening up further
design opportunities. Section 4 will explain the grammar itself and
highlight how it addresses these design goals.

3.1 DG1: Morphs should be adaptable and
flexible

Most animated transition grammars allow for rapid prototyping
between the specification and the resulting animation. A low vis-
cosity authoring process is particularly important when creating
interactive animations for data analysis [72], allowing for fast and
easy changes in the specification. The ability to rapidly prototype
is facilitated by the constant access of keyboards for text input and
pointing devices (i.e. mice) in desktop environments. In contrast,
a challenge of immersive environments is that they often lack a
convenient and comfortable form of text input that is required to
write textual specifications, especially in VR or in highly mobile
AR contexts. While a GUI can help facilitate this authoring process
in VR/AR, designing a GUI is premature if there is no underlying
grammar to support it, especially in such a novel environment.

To resolve this conflict, we take an approach inspired by Lee et
al.’s recent work [38]. Many animated transition grammars treat
transitions as a bespoke set of changes applied to visualisations
predefined by the animation designer. Instead, we treat animated
transitions as discrete operations that analysts can use to apply
changes to their visualisations during their analysis. For example,
the analyst might apply an animated transition that adds another
spatial encoding to their visualisation, or converts a 3D barchart
into a faceted 2D barchart. This turns animated transitions into a
catalogue of adaptive and flexible operations that can be applied
to immersive visualisations by analysts depending on the situation
and goals. In this way, there exists two types of users of Deimos: im-
mersive analytics system designers who use the grammar to create
a catalogue of animated transitions in a desktop environment (e.g.
Unity editor), and data analysts in VR/AR who use said animated
transitions in their workflows and either do not have access to or
are unfamiliar with the grammar. This necessitates a functional
shift in grammar design, moving from highly tailored transitions
with known data fields and encodings to generic transitions that
operate on baseline idioms. As a result, any given transition specifi-
cation can be reused across multiple visualisations, so long as they
meet the baseline criteria specified by the author (e.g. be a barchart,
have no z encoding).

3.2 DG2: Morphs should support embodied
interaction

Animated transition grammars (e.g. [20, 33, 62]) have paid little
attention to how transitions are triggered and controlled. In cases

where these grammars do (e.g. [72]) it is limited to WIMP-style con-
trols, with practitioners using similar input methods for their nar-
rative visualisations (e.g. play button [52], linear slider/scroll [71]).
In contrast, immersive environments rely on a completely differ-
ent interaction paradigm which goes beyond the desktop and is
both embodied (e.g. [11, 27]) and spatial in nature (e.g. [8, 26]).
Novel language primitives are needed to support embodied interac-
tion as existing ones (i.e. streams in Animated Vega-Lite [72]) do
not adequately express relationships between entities, especially
desktop-based grammars. One such relationship is that of the user
and the visualisation itself: which part of the user is performing
the interaction (e.g. hand, head), and which part of the visualisa-
tion contains the affordance to be interacted with (e.g. mark, axis).
Spatial relationships and interaction also play a significant role in
immersive environments [8, 26, 37]—which is not generally the
case in non-immersive environments. For example, an immersive
transition may be controlled based on the position of a handheld
relative to a table [8]. By supporting this, immersive transitions be-
come spatially aware. There can also be a relationship between the
visualisation and its immediate environment, allowing immersive
transitions to become context-aware [13, 60]. An example of this is
the aforementioned “extrusion” techniques by Lee et al. [40] which
require the 2D visualisation to be on a surface to be usable.

By expanding the Deimos grammar to support this paradigm,
we enable a richer design space of visualisation transitions not
otherwise possible on desktop environments, as they allow users
to “reach through” and interact with their data in a more embodied
and engaging manner [14]. It should be noted however that the
actual design of such embodied interactions is left up to the end-
users of Deimos. We decide not to enforce best practices in the
grammar, such as the use of easy to understand metaphors [10, 36]
and proper gestural congruency [29, 30]. Instead, we ensure Deimos
is designed to allow said best practices to be followed—much in
the same way that conventional programming languages do not
enforce best practices.

3.3 DG3: Morphs should still support
conventional approaches

While the two previous design goals are intentionally forward-
thinking, we still want Deimos to be rooted in the same foundational
elements as existing grammars. This is to both ensure that Deimos
follows tried and true concepts and theories, and also to preserve a
sense of familiarity for users of the grammar—especially for those
new to immersive analytics. This includes the use of keyframe ani-
mation as the chief animation paradigm [62], the ability to specify
timing and staging rules to customise the animation, and support-
ing WIMP-based interaction in hybrid immersive analytics setups
or via immersive UX elements (e.g. [44]). Moreover, while DG1
advocates for generalised transitions that can be applied to a wide
range of visualisations, Deimos should still allow for highly cus-
tomised transitions that affect predefined visualisations created by
designers. This is to allow animated transitions in Deimos to still
be useful in controlled situations such as immersive data-driven
storytelling. Therefore, our grammar should support both ends
of two orthogonal spectrums: support both WIMP and embodied
interaction to control and interact with animated transitions; and
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support animated transitions that are either highly generalised and
can apply to any visualisation, or highly specific and apply only to
a particular visualisation in a controlled context.

4 THE DEIMOS GRAMMAR
Deimos is a declarative grammar used to specify transitions be-
tween states (keyframes), as well as the signals (interactions) used
to control them. The grammar is largely based on the design goals
listed in Section 3 and prior work by Lee et al. [38] on visualisation
transformations. The Deimos grammar was developed in conjunc-
tion with its toolkit implementation (Section 5) through an iterative
process. At each iteration, a working version of the grammar was
defined and the toolkit was updated to support it. We created new
example morphs at each iteration to test the new features added
to the grammar, and maintained prior examples to validate any
adjustments to the grammar (similar to unit testing). Many of these
examples can be seen in Section 6. We continued this process until
we felt that the grammar sufficiently met our design goals. The
target audience of the grammar are developers and designers of
immersive analytics systems. The morphs they create are then used
by analysts in VR/AR.

A Deimos specification can formally be described as a three-tuple
(elements suffixed with “?” are optional):

Morph := (states, signals?, transitions)

These components constitute what we call aMorph, the term sig-
nifying an embodied visualisation’s ability to dynamically change
shape and morph from one state to another via transitions upon
matching certain conditions. A morph can be modelled as a state
machine (Figure 2). A visualisation in the immersive environment
only enters a morph’s state machine when it matches one of its
states. The state node that was matched with determines the pos-
sible transition nodes that it can access. These transition nodes
are where changes are actually made to the visualisation, and are
only entered when specified criteria are met. These criteria take
the form of signals, which are streams of data typically generated
by user interaction. They can also be used to control the behaviour
of transitions themselves.

Morphs are an extension to any immersive visualisation au-
thoring system already in place. That is, visualisations can still be
manipulated in their usual way, but can have morphs applied to
them should the relevant conditions be met. In this way, morphs
serve purely to augment existing authoring techniques rather than
supplanting them outright. When a visualisation is modified by the
user in a manner external to the morph, it exits the morph state ma-
chine. It may then immediately re-enter following the same rules
as before. A visualisation can have multiple morphs (and there-
fore state machines) active simultaneously. Multiple morphs can
also be applied to the same visualisation concurrently, so long as
the properties and encodings they affect do not overlap. The same
morph specification can also be active across multiple eligible visu-
alisations. This ability for the state machine to adapt to different
visualisation configurations through a set of rules and conditions
is what helps it satisfy DG1.

Morph specifications are written and stored as standalone JSON
files. The use of JSON is very common amongst related grammars

State 1

State 2

Transition

Baseline morph

Signal criteria met

Transition completed

State matched

State matched

Vis spec manually changed

Vis spec manually changed

Figure 2: Baseline state machine for Deimosmorphs showing
a single unidirectional transition. More states and transitions
can be added to the state machine with their own signal
criteria, with support for bidirectional transitions.

and allows for the separation between grammar and implemen-
tation (i.e. portability). A JSON schema provides auto-completion
and tooltips for writing morph specifications with supported text
editors. Figure 3 shows a basic example of a morph specification,
and how it translates to the immersive environment and the state
machine. The three main components of morphs are annotated with
coloured boxes: states in yellow, signals in blue, and transitions
in green. The same colour coding is used across all other figures.
The rest of this section will explain in general terms what these
components do.

4.1 States
A morph is comprised of at least two state specifications. A state
can be defined by the following tuple:

state := (name, restrict?, partial visualisation specification)

The name property is a unique case-sensitive string used to refer-
ence this state specification in a transition Section 4.3). The restrict
property is a Boolean that if set to truewill remove the entry point
associated with the state’s node on the state machine Figure 3 for
an example). This prevents a morph from starting at that state,
making it only accessible via interconnecting transition(s). This is
useful if it is illogical for a morph to start at that state, such as in
unidirectional transitions. Partial visualisation specification is an
arbitrary number of properties and components in the state object
that all follow the same declarative notation as an actual visuali-
sation. In other words, its syntax is the same as the visualisation
package used in the system. For our implementation of Deimos,
this is the DXR grammar [58] which in turn is based on the Vega-
Lite grammar [55]. In the context of the DXR grammar, a partial
specification can consist of any number of view-level properties
(e.g. mark, depth) and/or encoding-level properties declared inside
of an encoding component (e.g. x, color). The partial specification
serves two purposes: (i) to determine if a visualisation matches (and
therefore enters) this state; and (ii) to generate the keyframe used
in the transition.
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State
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State
highlighted

Transition
highlighting

1 2

State
unhighlighted

State
highlighted

Transition
highlighting

Highlight Marks on Pinch

State
highlighted

  "name": "Highlight Marks on Pinch",
  "states": [{
          "name": "unhighlighted",
          "mark": "sphere",
          "encoding": {
              "color": null
          }
      }, {
          "name": "highlighted",
          "restrict": true,
          "encoding": {
              "color": { "value": "red" }
          }
      }],
  "signals": [{
          "name": "leftHandPinch",
          "source": "hand",
          "handedness": "left",
          "value": "select"
      }],
  "transitions": [{
          "name": "highlighting",
          "states": ["unhighlighted", "highlighted"],
          "trigger": "leftHandPinch",
          "control": {
              "timing": 0.25,
              "interrupted": "ignore"
          },
          "bidirectional": true
      }]

1

2

leftHandPinch is true

leftHandPinch is false

Figure 3: A basic example of a morph changes the mark
colour of uncoloured visualisations to red whenever the left
hand performs a pinch gesture. Colour-coded boxes denote
the same component in different representations. Left: The
morph specification. Top right: Still images of this morph
being applied to a 2D scatterplot in an immersive environ-
ment. Bottom right: The state machine for this morph. The
“restrict”: true (shown in the left-hand box labelled with
“2”) prevents themorph from starting at the highlighted state,
and “bidirectional”: true (shown at the end ofmorph spec-
ification) allows the transition to function in both directions.

4.1.1 State matching process. Any visualisation properties spec-
ified as part of the partial visualisation specification in a state are
used in the matching process against active visualisations. It is
important to differentiate between the two types of specifications
being used in this process: the visualisation specification created
by the end-user, and the state specification (i.e. the partial visuali-
sation specification) that exists as a part of the state component in a
morph. Generally speaking, for a state specification to be matched
against a visualisation specification, all properties defined in the
former should also be defined in the latter, including their asso-
ciated values. For example, if the state has “color”: {“type”:
“quantitative”}, then the visualisation must also have a color
encoding with the same type for it to match. As a rule of thumb, the
fewer properties defined in the state specification, the more likely
a visualisation can match successfully and have morphs applied
to it. The opposite is also true, with more properties in the state
specification making it less likely for any visualisation to match suc-
cessfully. This effectively forms a spectrum. Morphs can be highly
generic and can apply to many visualisations, allowing for adaptive
morphs as per DG1. They can also only apply to specific datasets
and field names, allowing for highly tailored morphs that are used
in controlled environments as per DG3.

Deimos provides several primitives which affect the matching
process that can be used in place of any JSON value in the state

specification. They allow for more nuanced control over which visu-
alisations can and cannot match, and are useful to prevent morphs
from being accidentally applied to incompatible visualisations. Note
that this is not an exhaustive set of primitives. While they were
adequate for the purposes of this work, the grammar can easily be
extended to include more if need be.

• “*” (wildcard): The property should be in the visualisation
but its value can be anything.

• An inequality expression: The property should be in
the visualisation and its value should satisfy the inequality.
Only applicable to numeric properties. e.g. “value”: “>=
100”.

• null: The property should not be included in the visualisa-
tion regardless of its value.

4.1.2 Keyframe creation process. When a visualisation matches a
state and one of its connecting transitions is activated, keyframes
are generated for both initial and final states. These keyframes
are used for actual animation during the transition. The initial
keyframe is always the active visualisation’s specification prior
to the transition. No changes need to be made to it as it already
matches the properties of the state itself. The final keyframe is
created by modifying the initial keyframe using the following set
of rules: (i) visualisation properties that are defined in the initial
state but not in the final state are removed; (ii) properties that are
not defined in the initial state but are defined in the final state are
added; and (iii) properties defined in both states are set to the final
state’s value.

As with the state machine process (Section 4.1.1), Deimos pro-
vides primitives that can be used in place of any JSON value to
refine the keyframe creation process. These primitives functionally
act as placeholders which are later substituted with real values
calculated at runtime, akin to the notion of variables. This allows
for morphs to adapt to a wider range of situations without the need
to hard-code field names, data types, etc. in morph specifications.
For the purposes of the state matching process, all of these primi-
tives are treated as wildcards. Their values are resolved after the
keyframes have been created but before the transition is applied.
Once again, this is not an exhaustive list of primitives and can easily
be extended if need be.

• JSON path accessor: The value residing at the JSON path
will be substituted into the property’s value. Is either pre-
fixed with “this.” to access a property from this keyframe, or
“other” to access a property from the other keyframe which
is being transitioned to/from. e.g. “x”: “this.encoding.
y”, “field”: “this.encoding.size.field”.

• A signal name: The value emitted by the specified signal
(Section 4.2) will be substituted into the property’s value.

• An expression: The evaluated result of the expression
will be substituted into the property’s value. JSON path
accessors and signal names can be used as variables. Only
applicable to numeric properties. e.g. “value”: “other.
encoding.size.value * 10”.

All keyframes are stored throughout the entire lifespan of a
morph. When the morph exits the state machine—the result of the
associated visualisation having its specification manually changed
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by the user (Figure 2)—all stored keyframes are deleted. Any added
or changed propertieswill take their values from the state’s keyframe
if one already exists. The main purpose for this is to handle situa-
tions where a property is removed by a transition in one direction,
but needs to be added back in by a transition in the reverse direction.
Without stored keyframes, the removed property would no longer
be known and therefore could not be added back in.

4.2 Signals
In Deimos, a signal is the resulting value from a stream of data
captured from input events, drawing inspiration from Vega’s sig-
nals [56] and event-driven functional reactive programming prin-
ciples [65]. Signals can be used in Deimos to: (i) be substituted as
values in keyframes (Section 4.1.2); (ii) act as conditional triggers
that control when a transition actually begins (Section 4.3); and (iii)
act as a tweening variable to control the progression of a transition
(Section 4.3). No type safety is enforced in Deimos. A morph may
contain zero or more signal specifications. Deimos has two main
types of signals: signals that stem from some given source, and
signals that evaluate a mathematical expression.

signal := sourceBasedSignal | expressionSignal

4.2.1 Source-based Signals. Source-based signals, as the name sug-
gests, emit values from some input source. This is primarily from
user interactions but could be extended to passively updating values
from sensors, etc. We define two classes of source-based signals:
deictic and non-deictic signals. Deictic signals express relationships
between a source and target entity. While they mainly serve to
model direct manipulation which is commonly associated with
embodied interaction (DG2), they can also model situations where
there is no actual direct contact. Non-deictic signals capture ev-
erything else, although these are mainly input sources that do not
require some target/context to make sense (e.g. mid-air hand ges-
tures, input source states, sensor data). Their production rules are:

sourceBasedSignal := nonDeicticSignal | deicticSignal
nonDeicticSignal := (name, source, handedness?, value)
deicticSignal := (name, source, handedness?, target, criteria?, value)

Both signal classes share the same three attributes. The name
property references this signal in either a state (Section 4.1.2), an
expression signal (Section 4.2.2), or a transition (Section 4.3). The
source property denotes the type of source that values are to be
retrieved from (e.g. hand, head, vis, ui). Certain sources can also
specify the source’s handedness to distinguish between left, right,
or defaulting to any.

For non-deictic signals, the value property denotes what type
of value to derive from the source, which is then emitted by the
signal. This can either be the state of the user interaction (e.g.
whether the hand is performing a select gesture) or the geometric
properties of the source as an object in the immersive environment
(e.g. position of the user’s head). As previously mentioned, these
are useful when some value of the input source is to be retrieved
without it needing to be in the context of some other target or
object. Figure 3 shows an example of a non-deictic signal: it does
not matter what the hand is touching so long as it is performing
the pinch gesture.

Deictic signals model relationships between entities, and are
based on the interaction section of the design space by Lee et
al. [38]. The target property denotes the type of object that the
source is attempting to target. This can either be a part of the
visualisation (e.g. mark, axis), a separate object in the environment
(e.g. surface), or part of the user themselves (e.g. head). For the
first two, a criteria property needs to be included to determine
the logic used in selecting the target (e.g. select, touch, nearest).
This logic is needed when there are multiple potential target objects
that could be selected. Lastly, the value property can be used to
derive three types of values. First, it can derive values from the target
much in the sameway as non-deictic signals do. For example, a hand
source might target the mark that it is selecting, and the position
of that mark is used as the value. Second, it can derive values
from a comparison between the source and target. For example, a
vis source might target the surface that it is touching, and the
point of intersection between the vis and surface is used as the
value. Third, a boolean value simply emits true if a target has been
selected successfully, and false if no targets are selected.

Deictic signals in particular address the challenges in DG2 as they
express relationships between entities, allowing morphs to react to
direct interactions by the user (e.g. user’s hand selects a mark). Of
course, whether or not these interactions are truly embodied (i.e. it
follows best practices) is dependent on how themorph designer uses
deictic signals in conjunctionwith the grammar’s other components.
Deictic signals also allowmorphs to be spatially-aware [8, 26, 37], as
they can emit values that are based on spatial relationships between
objects which can then be used to control the morph’s behaviour
(e.g. distance between user’s head and the visualisation, orientation
of two standalone tracked objects). Lastly, deictic signals allow
morphs to become context-aware [13, 60], as they can emit values
derived from a visualisation’s relationship with its environment
(e.g. is the visualisation touching a surface, is the visualisation
close to a particular object). This may then act as conditionals to
allow/disallow the morph from triggering (Section 4.3).

While not as critical to this work, the ability to facilitate WIMP-
style interaction using these signals also helps fulfil DG3.

4.2.2 Expression Signals.

expressionSignal := (name, expression)
Expression signals allow for the arbitrary composition of signals

using mathematical expressions. Their primary purpose is to mod-
ify and refine values emitted by source-based signals. We choose to
use expressions as they allow arbitrary calculations to be performed
in a familiar manner, instead of designing a completely new and
potentially confusing domain-specific language. The name prop-
erty references this signal in the same way as source-based signals.
The expression property is a mathematical expression as a string.
Basic mathematical operators can be used alongside select primi-
tive functions (e.g. normalise, distance, angle). As with all other
primitives, the list of supported functions can easily be extended.
Any type of signal can be used as a variable by referencing its name.
As previously mentioned, no type safety is enforced, meaning the
user has to be aware of the data types present in the expression.

Expression signals are similar to deictic signals in that they help
further address the challenges in DG2, but are more powerful in
comparison. For example, while deictic signals only allow for a
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single entity to be targeted, expression signals can combine two
(or more) deictic signals together to calculate a new relationship
between the targeted entities (e.g. distance between two marks
selected by the user’s hands).

4.3 Transitions
A morph is comprised of at least one transition specification. They
functionally connect two state specifications together in the state
machine (Figure 2). A transition can be defined by the following
seven-tuple:

transition := (name, states, trigger?, control?, bidirectional?,
disablegrab?, priority?)

The name property serves to identify this transition especially
when multiple transitions are involved. The states property is an
array of two strings, corresponding to the names of the initial
and final states in the transition respectively. Referencing states
via their name in this manner helps with encapsulation, keeping
all state related syntax separated from the transitions. The trigger
property is an equality expression that activates the transition when
it evaluates as true, but only when the visualisation matches the
initial state in the states property. The expression follows similar
rules as expression signals (Section 4.2.2) but must return a Boolean
value. Triggers are mainly used to let the user control when the
transition is actually applied, usually as the result of some sort of
input action or condition caused by the user. Not setting a trigger
will cause the transition to be immediately applied when it enters
the initial state. The control component is optionally used to further
customise the behaviour of the transition. It is formally described
by the following five-tuple:

control := (timing?, easing?, interrupted?, completed?, staging?)
The timing property controls the duration of the transition. If

a number is used, the transition will interpolate between the two
state keyframes over the given duration in seconds. Alternatively,
the name of a signal can be used, in which case the signal will
be used as the tweening variable t. This allows for the duration
and direction of the interpolation to be controlled by the signal
(and subsequently the user). In this situation, the transition will
only begin when the signal is a value between 0 and 1, in addition
to any other conditions. This defaults to 0 if not specified, which
will result in jump cuts. The easing property applies an easing
function to the transition, defaulting to a linear function if none is
specified. Easing functions are commonly used in animations and
help make animations look more natural. Functions that slow down
the animation at the start and end can also make it easier to keep
track of visual changes by making movement more predictable [15].
The interrupted property determines what happens when the trigger
returns false whilst the transition is in progress. initial and final
will cause the visualisation to immediately jump to the specified
state. ignore will instead allow the transition to keep progressing
until it naturally terminates. The ignore condition is particularly
useful in cases where the trigger may inadvertently return false
mid-transition but the transition should still continue, acting as
a sort of fail-safe. This defaults to final. Similarly, the completed
property determines what happens when the visualisation naturally
terminates, either remaining at the final state or resetting back
to the initial state instantaneously. Using the initial condition

may be useful if the transition should not cause any long-term
changes to the visualisation, particularly if the animation is alone
sufficient to serve its purpose [38]. This also defaults to final.

The staging property allows for specific visualisation properties
to be staged. Name-value pairs can be specified where the name is
the property to be staged, and the value is an array of two numbers
between 0 and 1 that correspond to start and end percentages. The
property will only be animated when the transition period is within
the given range. Any property not specified will not be staged.
Staging is a common feature of animated transition grammars [25]
and ours is no different. Note that the grammar does not support
staggering.

The bidirectional property of the transition, if set to true (default
false), allows the transition to start and end in the reverse direc-
tion. All transition settings remain the same, except the trigger, if
specified, needs to return false in order for the reverse transition to
activate. This serves mainly as a convenience function that prevents
the need for two transition specifications to be written whenever
a single bidirectional transition is desired. However, doing so is
necessary in order to have distinct settings for either direction. The
disablegrab property, if set to true (default false), will automatically
disable the standard VR/AR grab action performed on the visualisa-
tion when the transition starts. This helps prevent visualisations
from being inadvertently moved by the user when a transition’s
trigger uses a similar grab gesture. Lastly, the priority property can
be used to handle edge cases where multiple transitions due to
similar trigger conditions are activating on the same frame, but
they conflict with the visualisation properties they modify. In this
situation, the transition with the highest numbered priority will
activate first, and all other conflicting transitions will be blocked. If
priorities are equal, then the order in which they activate is random.
The priority property defaults to 0.

4.4 Satisfaction of Design Goals
We now reiterate how our grammar satisfies the design goals listed
in Section 3.

For DG1, the use of partial visualisation states (Section 4.1.1) and
the keyframe creation process (Section 4.1.2) helps satisfy it. As the
Deimos grammar is defined solely through JSON text, a library of
generic morphs can be created in a development environment that
has access to ergonomic text input (i.e. keyboards). When deployed
in a production environment, the end-user in the immersive envi-
ronment then has access to these (embodied) interactive morphs
without needing to write the specifications themselves—a process
which is notoriously difficult in VR and/or remote-AR environ-
ments. We provide a direct example of one such generic morph in
Section 6.1. Establishing this JSON-based grammar also sets the
foundation for designing a GUI that is intended for use in VR/AR,
much in the same way that CAST [19] is the GUI implementation of
the Canis grammar [20]. Through this, a morph author can rapidly
prototype entirely in VR/AR.

For DG2, certain components such as deictic (Section 4.2.1) and
expression signals (Section 4.2.2) directly support embodied in-
teraction, as these signals listen to user input and/or changes in
the entities in the environment and thus the relationships between
them. As previously stated in Section 3.2, the grammar intentionally
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Deimos Morph Specification

DXR Vis SpecificationData
Unity
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DXR Morphing DXR Vis

Links

DXR vis
updated Start/stop transition

User Inputs

Figure 4: Overview of Deimos and how it interacts with our
updated version of DXR [58]. A recreated version of the orig-
inal DXR overview image is shown in the lower half.

does not enforce any best practices, including embodied interac-
tion and animated transition principles. However, adherence to
these guidelines is not isolated to any one component of a morph
but instead across the entire specification. For example, even if
direct manipulation is emulated through a deictic signal between
the user’s hands and the visualisation’s marks, there would be little
to no gestural congruency if the morph instead changed the visu-
alisation’s geometric size. Therefore, the ability of the grammar
to express embodied interactions is dependent on the morph de-
signer. We describe how a morph can use embodied interaction in a
practical example in Section 6.2. We also describe how morphs can
be rapidly iterated on in order to test new (embodied) interaction
ideas in additional examples in Section 6.3.

For DG3, certain source signals (Section 4.2.1) allow forWIMP UI
elements to be used to control morphs. This of course stands at odds
with the embodied interactions of DG2, but our goal with Deimos
is to support both ends of this theoretical spectrum. Section 6 as
a whole contains multiple examples of these more conventional
types of morphs.

5 DEIMOS IMPLEMENTATION AND TOOLKIT
We created a prototype implementation of the Deimos grammar us-
ing the Unity game engine in order to demonstrate its concepts and
use. Deimos is open source, with its source code and documentation
available on a public GitHub repository1.

5.1 Data Visualisations
As Deimos is primarily an animated transition grammar, we need
data visualisations to apply transitions to. We decided to use DXR
by Sicat et al. [58] as the basis of our work. It is a toolkit devel-
oped for the Unity game engine designed for rapid prototyping of
immersive data visualisations. The original DXR implementation
provided support for an assortment of visualisation types, includ-
ing scatterplots, barcharts, radial barcharts, and streamlines. These
visualisations are specified in JSON files using an extended version
of the Vega-Lite grammar [55], adding support for the 𝑧 and depth
encodings. We use DXR instead of other toolkits like IATK [11] as
we found it easier to extend for our purposes. It already supports

1https://github.com/benjaminchlee/Deimos

Load morph specifications

DXR vis updated

Find matching states

Create observables from signals

Trigger returns true

Create keyframes

Start transition

Transition finished

Stop transition

Dispose observables

DXR Deimos

Figure 5: High-level overview of the Deimos pipeline and
how it interacts with our updated version of DXR [58]. Red
bubbles represent stages that wait for event(s) to fire before
execution continues, also indicated by the preceding hatched
arrow.

the Vega-Lite declarative grammar which is very popular in the
visualisation community. DXR also uses individual GameObjects
for each individual mark, simplifying mesh generation and man-
agement. This came at the cost of rendering performance however,
especially when thousands of marks are displayed on the screen. To
this end, we made performance improvements to how DXR instan-
tiates and updates its marks and axes by introducing object pooling,
especially since marks and axes may be modified multiple times in
a morph. We also added several new visualisation types: choropleth
and prism maps, stacked and side-by-side barcharts, and faceted
charts (Section 6). However, as the original DXR implementation
does not have support for data transformations like in Vega-Lite,
neither does Deimos. This also means that animated transitions
involving a time dimension (e.g. time varying scatterplots, barchart
races) are not supported in Deimos.

5.2 Code Structure and Pipeline
Figure 4 provides an overview of Deimos’ structure and how it
interacts with our updated version of DXR. Morph specifications
are contained in JSON files that are read by Deimos at initialisation.
They can also be refreshed during runtime if the specifications
are edited. Deimos interacts with DXR in two main ways. Deimos
receives events from DXR whenever a visualisation has been up-
dated, which includes the visualisation specification as an argument.
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Deimos also sends start and stop function calls to DXR which exe-
cutes the animated transitions.

Figure 5 provides a high-level overview of the Deimos pipeline
in relation to DXR. While it is presented as a linear set of stages, the
pipeline can reset or be exited in certain conditions. First, all morph
specifications are read and loaded into Deimos. Next, whenever
a DXR visualisation updates, Deimos is notified via event with
the visualisation’s specification. This specification is used to check
against all state specifications in the loaded morphs using the rules
in Section 4.1.1. For any state that has matched, observable streams
are created for each signal that is part of the state’s transitions,
including trigger signals. Observables are created using the UniRx
package [31] and are composed together where necessary. When a
transition’s trigger signal returns true (or if no trigger was specified
in the first place), initial and final keyframes are created using
the rules in Section 4.1.2. These two keyframes, along with other
transition parameters such as tweening and staging variables, are
sent to the relevant DXR visualisation to start the transition. When
the transition has finished, Deimos stops the transition on the DXR
visualisation. This step also updates the visualisation specification
to reflect the new changes made by the transition. Deimos then
disposes of all observables related to the transition. This process
then starts anew again, with Deimos finding matching states to see
if this newly updated visualisation is eligible for any morphs once
more.

While Deimos is designed such that it exists separately from the
visualisation framework used, they are still intrinsically linked to
each other. Deimos is dependent on the visualisation framework to
implement the actual animation and transition. It is also dependent
on the grammar and syntax of the visualisations themselves. There-
fore, translating Deimos to other visualisation toolkits requires
adaptation to support the new declarative grammar, and the toolkit
itself needs to support animation between keyframes via interpo-
lation. While it is technically possible to create a middleware to
translate visualisation specifications and thus increase modularity,
we did not explore this option in this work.

5.3 XR Interactions
We use the Mixed Reality Toolkit (MRTK) [45] to enable XR in-
teractions in Deimos. As a result, Deimos can be deployed on a
range of platforms includingWindowsMixed Reality, Oculus Quest,
and HoloLens. However, due to the aforementioned performance
limitations when working with large amounts of data, it is recom-
mended to only use Deimos in tethered VR or remote rendering AR
setups. Both controller and articulated hand tracking are supported
in Deimos in the form of source-based signals (Section 4.2.1). While
Deimos does not support eye gaze or voice input, these can be
included in future work.

6 EXAMPLE GALLERY
We present several examples of morphs created with the Deimos
grammar. We categorise and describe the examples in three ways,
with the first two aligning with the design goals in Section 3. First,
we highlight how morphs can be designed to adapt to different
visualisation configurations using generic states (DG1), but also

Life Expectancy vs 
Population Scatterplot Choropleth MapGeoscatter

Geographic Scatterplot with Slider

Figure 6: Still images of theGeographic Scatterplot with Slider
morph, using Unity GameObjects as a slider to control the
transition.

allow for bespoke morphs by using specific states in controlled con-
texts (DG3). Second, we demonstrate howmorphs can be controlled
using both embodied (DG2) and non-embodied (DG3) interaction
methods. And third, we provide two scenarios in which Deimos
can facilitate the prototyping of different interaction methods. All
examples and their specifications are included in the Deimos Github
repository. As such, we do not provide nor go into detail about each
example’s specification. The project files also contain additional
example morphs not described in this paper.

6.1 Generic vs specific morph examples
In DG1 and DG3, we described a spectrum in which morphs can
vary between generic, adapting itself to a range of visualisation
configurations, and specific, allowing it to be used in controlled
settings.

On the generic end, we present the 3D Barchart Partitioning and
Stacking morph (shown in Figure 1). It takes a 3D barchart and
either partitions it into a 2D faceted barchart, or stacks it into a 2D
stacked barchart whenever it touches a surface in the immersive
environment. During the transition, it also aligns the visualisation
to be parallel against the surface that it had touched. This is an
example of a morph involving three states and two transitions in
a branch-like structure. The triggers are set up so that the applied
transition is based on the angle of contact between the barchart
and surface: orthogonal for the faceted barchart, and parallel for
the stacked barchart. Its states are defined such that they only
check that the encodings’ types are correct (i.e. nominal x and/or z,
quantitative y) and that it uses cube marks. Through this, so long
as a visualisation is a 3D barchart then it can undergo this morph,
greatly expanding the range of scenarios it can be used in. JSON
path accessors are also used to substitute in the proper field names
during runtime (i.e. facetwrap, yoffset).

On the other end of the spectrum, the Geographic Scatterplot
with Slider morph (shown in Figure 6) demonstrates the use of two
predefined states: a scatterplot and a choropleth map. Both of these
are explicitly defined using exact encodings and field names (e.g.
“Population”, “LifeExpectancy”). Because of this, only a visualisation
with these exact encodings and fields can undergo this morph. A
transition connects the two states together, which is controlled
using a linear slider represented by a Unity GameObject. A signal
accesses the x position of this GameObject and uses it as the timing
property of the transition. A morph like this is useful for controlled
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2D Stacked 
Barchart

3D Side- by- Side 
BarchartUnstacking

Barchart Unstacking Menu- based Extrusion

Figure 7: Examples of embodied and non-embodied morphs. Left: Still images of the Barchart Unstacking morph, using a
“pinch and pull” gesture to unstack a 2D barchart into 3D. Right: The result of the Menu-based Extrusion morph showing the
radial menu and toggle button.

settings like data-driven storytelling, as the visualisation(s) are all
predefined by the author.

6.2 Embodied vs non-embodied morph
examples

In DG1 and DG3, we described a spectrum in which morphs vary
based on the use of embodied vs non-embodied (or WIMP-based)
interactions.

On the embodied end, the Barchart Unstacking morph uses a
“pinch and pull” metaphor as the gesture to unstack the bars of a
2D barchart into a side-by-side 3D barchart (shown in Figure 7 left).
To strengthen the metaphor of bars being extruded out into 3D, a
condition is added whereby the 2D barchart needs to be positioned
against a surface for the morph to be allowed—introducing a contex-
tual requirement to the morph. To initiate the transition, the user
also needs to perform a pinch gesture on the visualisation itself,
which is represented by a deictic signal. Other signals calculate the
distance between the user’s hand and the surface the visualisation
is resting against. The transition uses this distance as its timing
property, causing the bars to extrude at the same rate which the
user pulls away from them. In this fashion, the user perceives them-
selves as actually stretching the barchart into 3D, thus resulting in
a high level of gestural congruency [29, 30]. Of course, this is but
one way in which embodied interaction can be achieved, but this
approach can be replicated across other morphs to achieve similar
styles of extrusion effects.

On the non-embodied end, the Menu-based Extrusion morph
adds a third spatial dimension to a 2D scatterplot, but does so via
an MRTK toggle button [45] (shown in Figure 7 right). A signal
retrieves the state of this toggle button, andwill trigger the visualisa-
tion when the button is toggled on. This example also demonstrates
the use of a radial menu to select the field name of the newly added
dimension. A signal retrieves the selected value and substitutes it
into the 3D scatterplot state at keyframe creation. In comparison
to the Barchart Unstacking morph, this example presents a much
simpler and more familiar type of animated transition, albeit in an
immersive environment.

6.3 Prototyping morph interactions
Lastly, we demonstrate how the grammar allows for signals to be
easily swapped and modified to allow rapid prototyping of different
interactions. In terms of the Cognitive Dimensions of Notations
[23], this corresponds to a low level of viscosity.

In this example, we recreate Tilt Map by Yang et al. [70] using
Deimos (shown in Figure 8 top). Three states are defined: choro-
pleth map, prism map, and barchart. Two transitions are defined to
connect these states linearly. A signal is then created to retrieve the
tilt angle of the visualisation relative to the horizontal plane. This
tilt angle is then subdivided into two ranges at specific angles using
expression signals, that are then used as tweening variables for the
two transitions (choropleth to prism, prism to barchart). With this,
a visualisation will morph between the different states depending
on its tilt. However, we can easily change the manner which the
morph is controlled just by replacing the tilt angle with another
source. A straightforward example is to replace it with the height
of the visualisation relative to the floor (shown in Figure 8 bottom).
The two expression signals which subdivide the range will also
need to be updated to the new value ranges. In doing so we turn
Tilt Map into a so-called “Height Map”, just by changing a few lines
in the morph specification. The result is shown in Figure 8.

Inspired by work on small multiple layouts in immersive en-
vironments [42], we created the Proxemic-based Facet Curvature
morph (shown in Figure 9 top). It morphs into a faceted chart be-
tween three different layouts: flat, curved, and spherical. These
three layouts correspond to three states in the morph, with two
transitions connecting them linearly. A signal retrieves the distance
between the user’s head and the visualisation, with two more sig-
nals subdividing the distance into tweening variables (similar to
the Tilt Map morph). As the user approaches the faceted chart, it
begins to wrap around them into a curved layout, and when they
are close enough it morphs into an egocentric spherical layout. This
effectively makes the chart spatially aware of the user’s position.
To demonstrate another method of controlling this morph, we can
replace the distance signal with the value of a rotary dial (shown
in Figure 9 bottom). As the user rotates the dial the small multiples
curve inwards or outwards. To do so, we create a separate cylinder
GameObject in Unity which functions as this dial. We then replace
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Choropleth Map Prism MapChoropleth to Prism

Tilt Map
Prism to Bar Barchart

"signals": [{
        "name": "visUp",
        "source": "vis",
        "value": "up"
    }, {
        "name": "tilt",
        "expression": "angle(vector3(0, 1, 0), 
visUp)"
    }, {
        "name": "c2pTween",
        "expression": "normalise(tilt, 20, 45)"
    }, {
        "name": "p2bTween",
        "expression":"normalise(tilt, 75, 90)"
    }],

"signals": [{
        "name": "height",
        "source": "vis",
        "value": "transform.position.y"
    }, {
        "name": "c2pTween",
        "expression": "1 - normalise(height, 
0.375, 0.5)"
    }, {
        "name": "p2bTween",
        "expression":"1 - normalise(height, 
0.125, 0.25)"
    }],

Choropleth Map Prism Map Barchart

Modified Tilt MapOriginal Signal Specification
Modified Signal Specification

=

Figure 8: Top: Still images of the Tilt Map morph based on Yang et al. [70]. A red and green angle bracket is shown to provide
rotation cues. Bottom: A modified version of Tilt Map showing changes to the signal specification and the resulting morph
shown as still images. This example shows tilt being replaced with height. A red and green bar is shown to provide height cues.

the distance signal with a signal which retrieves the rotation value
of the cylinder, and we also update the ranges of the two subdivid-
ing signals. This functionally turns the proxemics-based interaction
into one involving the manipulation of an external object. This
object is currently only virtual, but the concept can be applied to
physical objects using either tangible input or motion tracking.

7 EXPERT EVALUATION
We evaluated Deimos in order to: (i) determine the ease of use and
expressiveness of the grammar; (ii) get impressions on the concepts
introduced in the grammar; and (iii) generate discussion topics and
research directions on the use of animated transitions in immersive
environments.

7.1 Study Design
We use an approach similar to Zong and Pollock et al. [72] by
recruiting three developers of immersive analytics grammars and
toolkits: Peter Butcher of VRIA [9], Philipp Fleck of RagRug [17],
and Ronell Sicat of DXR [58]. To diversify our participant pool,
we also recruited Zeinab Ghaemi of immersive geovisualisation
[21], Tica Lin of embedded sports visualisation [41], and Jorge
Wagner of the VirtualDesk exploration metaphor [64]. We hoped
to learn how Deimos could be positioned within each researcher’s
respective works. To minimise learning requirements, we only
invited researchers who have experience working with Unity.

The user study was conducted remotely in three sections, re-
peated for each participant. First, we conducted a 30-minute intro-
ductory session where we explained the goals of the study, demon-
strated the examples in Section 6, and went through high-level con-
cepts of the grammar. Second, we tasked participants to use Deimos
unsupervised for at least 2.5 hours. They were given walkthroughs

and documentation to learn the grammar, and were encouraged
to create their own morphs with some suggestions given to them.
This documentation can be found in the Deimos Github repository.
Third, we held a one-hour semi-structured interview based on the
aforementioned evaluation goals. We asked participants to show us
their created morphs, whether they found the overall process easy
or difficult, and what parts of the grammar they liked or disliked.
For the three participants with toolkit development experience,
we also asked how they would retroactively implement animated
transitions in their respective toolkits, and if there would be any
significant differences compared to Deimos and why. For the other
three participants without toolkit development experience, we in-
stead asked how Deimos could be used to support any part of their
own research—if at all. However, we allowed the interview to di-
verge and continue organically, drilling down on any interesting
comments participants may have made along the way. Through-
out the study period, we modified the documentation based on
participant feedback. While we made bug fixes to Deimos where
necessary, we did not add or change any features. Each participant
was offered a AU$150 gift card as compensation for their time.

The interviews were recorded and transcribed. The first author
independently performed thematic analysis [5] on all six transcrip-
tions, with two other authors doing the same on three transcriptions
each. These three authors then discussed and synthesised the main
themes together, which form the structure of this section and the
following Discussion section.

7.2 Usability feedback
We compile participant feedback based on a selection of the most
relevant Cognitive Dimensions of Notations [23]. Rather than using
the dimensions as heuristics—a common approach in related works
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"signals": [{
        "name": "headDist",
        "source": "head",
        "target": "vis",
        "value": "distance"
    }, {
        "name": "f2cTween",
        "expression": "1 - normalise(headDist, 
1, 2)"
    }, {
        "name": "c2sTween",
        "expression": "1 - normalise(headDist, 
0.25, 0.5)"
    }],

"signals": [{
        "name": "dialRot",
        "source": "RotaryDial",
        "value": 
"transform.localEulerAngles.z"
    }, {
        "name": "f2cTween",
        "expression": "normalise(dialRot, 
30, 175)"
    }, {
        "name": "c2sTween",
        "expression": "normalise(dialRot, 
195, 330)"
    }],

Flat Layout Curved Layout Spherical Layout

=

Flat Layout Curved Layout Spherical Layout

Original Signal Specification Modified Signal Specification

Proxemic- based Facet Curvature

Modified Proxemic- based Facet Curvature

Figure 9: Top: Still images of the Proxemic-based Facet Curvature morph, which curves around the user based on the distance
between them and the chart. Bottom: A modified version which replaces distance with the rotation of a separate dial object.
The changes to the signal specification are shown with the resulting morph shown as still images.

(e.g. [54, 56])—we use them from a usability perspective to evalu-
ate the Deimos grammar. However, we provide self-evaluation for
certain dimensions where relevant.

Error proneness (likelihood of making errors). All partici-
pants spent the required 2.5 hours using the toolkit, however four
of the six spent 7–8 hours using it. The initial reasoning given by
most participants was that they enjoyed their time with Deimos
and learning how it worked. On further inspection however it was
clear that this was in part due to the steep learning curve of the
grammar, with Fleck commenting “I don’t feel that three hours
are enough.” We identified several potential causes of this, largely
due to grammar’s error proneness. First, many participants (Fleck,
Ghaemi, Lin, and Wagner) were unfamiliar with the DXR grammar,
with even Sicat not having used DXR for three years. As a result,
two grammars needed to be learnt, naturally increasing learning
time. As the Deimos grammar is intrinsically linked to its visu-
alisation grammar (Section 5.1), it is apparent that the choice of
visualisation package brings not only technical but also notational
difficulties. Second, our documentation assumed full knowledge
of Unity and its functions which not all participants had. Third,
the error messages provided by the Deimos prototype were not
useful for participants. While the JSON schema validates whether
the morph specification is syntactically correct before it is parsed,
no check exists for semantic correctness (e.g. making sure name
properties are unique). This has since been corrected in the pro-
totype. Some participants suggested ways of easing the learning
curve. Sicat suggested video tutorials to better explain the grammar,

whereas Butcher suggested providing the DXR documentation as
pre-reading before the study is even conducted. Interestingly, no
participant suggested changes to the grammar itself beyond simple
name changes (the terms signals and restrict). Whether this is due to
participants not having had enough time to be exposed to Deimos’
advanced features is unclear.

Closeness of mapping (closeness to problem domain). The
lack of grammar changes suggested by participants could be at
least partially explained by its closeness of mapping. All partici-
pants, when asked, had little to no issues understanding how the
grammar models the state machine (Figure 2). The only participant
who raised potential challenges was Fleck, citing the differences
between declarative and imperative languages. As Unity primarily
uses imperative programming, the shift to a declarative style in
Deimos could confuse certain users, particularly when constructing
an interaction using signals. We do not believe this to be a major
issue however, especially if the immersive visualisations also use a
declarative language (e.g. DXR [58], VRIA [9]).

Viscosity (resistance to change). After following the walk-
throughs, all participants used the same strategy of combining
parts of existing examples together to create new morphs to facili-
tate their learning. For example, Wagner combined the states and
transitions of Tilt Map example and the signals of the Proxemic-
based Small Multiple Curvature example to create a rudimentary
“Proxemic Map”. There are only a few examples of participants ex-
tending existing examples with completely new components: Sicat
remapped the proxemic interaction of the Proxemic-based Small
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Multiple Curvature example with a virtual rotary dial (the same
as in Section 6.3), and Butcher created a stacked barchart to side-
by-side barchart morph based on whenever the mouse is clicked.
These all demonstrate a low level of viscosity within the grammar,
as participants were generally able to achieve their goals without
issue (minus the aforementioned issues regarding error proneness).
The same concept was also described in Section 6.3. However, poor
error messages introduced viscosity for a few participants. For in-
stance, Lin had tried to create a reduced version of the 3D Barchart
Partitioning example by removing all surface related signals, but the
toolkit did not warn her to remove the references to these signals
in the states, resulting in errors. This need to keep track of changes
in multiple parts of the specification contributes to higher viscosity.

Visibility (ability to view components easily). Several par-
ticipants (Fleck, Sicat, and Ghaemi) noted issues relating to the
visibility of signals in the grammar, primarily due to the large num-
ber of possible keywords involved. It was not obvious what options
and/or combinations of signals are available without resorting to
the documentation, although the JSON schema aided this process.
The same participants acknowledged however that this reliance on
documentation is fairly normal for toolkits, especially with only a
few hours of experience. From a technical perspective, the Deimos
prototype improves visibility by exposing the names of any active
morphs and/or transitions on each visualisation, and provides a
toggle to print the emitted values of signals to the console for de-
bugging purposes. Further debug messages can also be enabled
which show the visualisation specifications of generated keyframes
in JSON format. While these features were not explained in the
documentation, they were highly useful during the development of
Deimos and the creation of our example gallery.

8 DISCUSSION
This section continues from Section 7 by summarising the main
themes and discussion topics of the semi-structured interviews with
our expert participants. We also include several adjacent topics to
round out the discussion of immersive morphs—especially in the
context of other animated transition grammars.

Adaptive morphs.While some participants liked the concept
of adaptive morphs, others found it getting in the way of their
authoring process. Butcher saw value in adaptive morphs, saying
“I could see why that would be useful, especially if you had a large
array of different charts... having it modular just makes sense.”
Wagner thought that “the premise works well”, but clarified that he
would prefer to have “a [morph] specification for each type of graph”
instead of one hyper-generic morph that applies to all visualisation
idioms. Ghaemiwas caught off-guard by this functionwhen her new
morph was being applied to other visualisations unintentionally
(a result of overly generic states), but was able to reason with
modifying the states to ensure that they are more specific. Fleck
and Sicat faced a similar issue, but instead suggested the ability
to use an ID to directly target a specific visualisation, skipping
the state matching process altogether. This was particularly of
relevance to Fleck, where in RagRug [17] “the user does not create
a visualisation [themselves], but the system creates the existing
visualisations.” Overall, participants were able to grasp the concept
of adaptive morphs, but it is apparent that their experiences come

from the perspective of the morph author. A quantitative evaluation
involving data analysis utilising pre-made morphs for practical
tasks would be needed to fully evaluate the concept.

The purpose of morphs. All participants found the examples
exciting and interesting, but some had thoughts on their actual
purpose. Ghaemi said that morphs are mainly useful when they add
or change the data shown, rather than simply remapping encodings
(e.g. Stacked Barchart Extrusion example). Lin similarly said that she
would only use morphs when working with large amounts of data,
such as combining proxemics with Shneiderman’s mantra [57], or
when working with multiple views, but “if it’s only one smaller data
set, and one chart, I probably wouldn’t use it to morph between
different columns.” Butcher said that while our example morphs
were “neat and novel”, their animations did not strictly reveal new
information, such as a time-varying scatterplot does. Therefore,
future work should investigate specific use cases for morphs and
how morphs may potentially vary between them.

Embodied interaction and discoverability. The reception to
the use of embodied interactions in Deimos (DG2) was positive, but
two participants raised discussion topics around their long-term
effects. Many of our example morphs use interaction metaphors
for embodied interaction (e.g. collide with surface, pinch and pull).
Sicat expressed concern over the use of these metaphors, saying
“...maybe in my application, pinning to the wall means or does some-
thing, and then someone else develops a morph where stick to the
wall does something else... that might confuse people... there’s no
universal rule that says, pinning to the wall should do this.” When
asked if Deimos could play a role in shaping these metaphors, Sicat
responded “I would keep it open for now and just let [researchers]
explore”, noting that the field is still not mature yet. He then sug-
gested the use of tooltips to guide users in discovering morphs,
especially when conflicting metaphors are used, but stated this is
of low priority. In a similar vein, Lin suggested two ways of im-
proving embodied morphs and their discoverability, especially as
she had difficulties performing the rotation required for the 3D
Barchart Partitioning and Stacking example. The first was to have
the system predict what action the user is about to do, and display
the morphs associated with that action in a “gestural menu” that
the user can select to trigger the morph. The second was to show
a preview of the morph while performing the interaction. When
asked about the importance of these features, she said that they
“probably [do not] affect the current grammar, because it’s more
like an assistant towards the completion of certain interactions”,
and that they are more like external scripts loaded after the core
grammar. Overall, while there are broader implications of the use
of embodied interaction in immersive analytics, we see the power
in Deimos being used to explore this design space in the long term,
rather than immediately prescribing them in this work.

GUIs and morph templates. Fleck, Sicat, and Ghaemi brought
up ideas on how GUIs can be incorporated into Deimos. Fleck
suggested the use of data flows in Node-RED to author morph spec-
ifications in JSON, similar to how visualisation specifications are
created in RagRug [17]. Sicat recalled his own experiences develop-
ing DXR’s GUI [58], noting that a GUI can be useful for non-experts
and even end-users to create their own morphs. In a similar vein,
Ghaemi said that a GUI would have greatly assisted her learning
process with Deimos, citing her lack of experience in both DXR
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and toolkits in general. However, both participants clarified that
the GUI should only cover basic functions, and advanced features
should only be accessed in JSON format. Sicat went on to suggest
that the GUI could expose templates for different parts of the gram-
mar that allows users to mix and match and create new morphs,
which would be exposed through dropdowns and menus. He com-
pared this idea to how he used the grammar himself, saying “I went
through your examples, copied the morphs and then pasted it into
my morphs and then just modified them a bit. So it’s kind of [the]
same idea, right? Just a different interface. So for non-experts [it]
would be super easy.” Lin suggested something similar except from
an interaction perspective, especially as in our included examples
“the interaction you perform is very standardised.” In other words,
a set of template interaction techniques could be provided to ac-
celerate the morph authoring process. This feedback opens many
future design possibilities for how a GUI for toolkits like Deimos
might look like, especially if it can allow end-users in VR or AR
to create and/or modify their own morphs to suit their own needs
without needing to write JSON.

Inspiration drawn from the toolkit. All participants drew in-
teresting comparisons between Deimos and their respective works.
Wagner, Ghaemi, and Lin all showed great interest in morphs that
transition between 2D and 3D. For Wagner, from the context of
his work on VirtualDesk [64], said “it would be very interesting
to be able to just snap [3D visualisations] to the desk, and then
they project to 2D, which is something that many experts are very
comfortable with, but then I could show to them that they can
extract [the visualisation] from the desk or from the wall, and try
to grab it and look around...” For Ghaemi whose field is immersive
geovisualisation [21], it was to have the morph directly tied to
adding layers to a virtual map, “[when the] 3D chart collides with
the map, the bars could be scattered through the buildings, so I can
see the charts on top of the building.” For Lin, she raised ideas in the
context of embedded sports visualisation [41], whereby “you [can]
drag the 2D charts onto a specific player, or maybe drag it onto the
court, like the flat ground floor, and then it just suddenly morphs
into this heatmap.” In this sense, rather than a visualisation just
morphing between 2D and 3D, it could also morph between being
embedded and non-embedded [68]. We then asked whether they
could see themselves using Deimos to aid in their research. Wagner
thought that as a proof of concept it would work “super well”, but
cited the poor scalability of the toolkit as a reason against using it.
Ghaemi was receptive, hypothesising that “the [toolkit] that you
have it’s, at least, for some of [my ideas], I’m pretty sure that I can
implement what I want.” She also noted that there are no other
immersive analytics toolkits that currently enable animated transi-
tions in the manner she desired. Lin said “there’s a high chance that
I could use this library to help me prototype some scene to show
[sports analysts and coaches].” After this proof of concept stage
however, she would instead develop her own research prototype
from the ground up to support specific features such as “instant
data updating”. Lastly, Butcher said that “seeing the change in data
and understanding what you know, getting something out of it,
it’s important... certainly not enough attention has been paid to
it in the past I don’t think, especially in the immersive space.” He
followed this up by saying “it’s definitely something we’re going to
look at in future for sure, the effect is fantastic.” While it is expected

that not every researcher can make use of the Deimos grammar and
the toolkit, our user study clearly demonstrates the significance of
this work in generating further research ideas and promoting the
study of animated transitions in immersive analytics.

Animation authoring paradigms. Deimos was originally de-
signed around keyframe animation as its main authoring paradigm.
Interestingly, Deimos can technically be seen as having a combina-
tion of both keyframe and preset & templates paradigms. This is
arguably a good thing, as Thompson et al. [61] recommend author-
ing tools to combine multiple paradigms together to accommodate
differences in designers’ preferences. In truth, our use of the two
paradigms is actually dependent on who is using the morph. In
Section 3.1 we described two types of users of Deimos: the person
who is creating the morph in a development environment (i.e. the
“morph author”), and the person who is actually using the morph in
an immersive environment (i.e. the “end-user”). The morph author
creates the morph with a keyframe mindset, and the end-user uses
the morphs as though they were presets & templates. Of course,
when used for data exploration the VR/AR analyst does not nec-
essarily need to interpret morphs as presets. Much like Data Clips
[3] allows for data videos to be created using preset clips however,
it is theoretically possible to re-frame Deimos in a similar manner.
Morph authors create preset morphs that apply to generic states.
End-users then combine these preset morphs together to create
linear narratives or non-linear experiences. While this is merely
speculative, we believe that future research can consider and fur-
ther investigate this unique combination of authoring paradigms
for animated transitions.

Data-driven vs interaction-driven animation.Deimos stands
apart from other works in the manner in which animations are ini-
tiated and viewed by end-users once they are defined. Animations
in Animated Vega-Lite [72], Canis [20], Data Animator [62] and so
on are more data-driven. Specifications are tailored around the in-
tricacies of the loaded dataset, with grammars like Gemini [33] and
Gemini2 [32] even providing recommendation systems to further
improve the animations created. Completed animations are then
passively viewed by the end-user, with little to no input required to
initiate and/or control its playback. In contrast, Deimos is a more
interaction-driven grammar. Morph specifications consider not only
the change in visual encodings, but also how the user interacts with
the system to trigger the morph itself. Completed morphs are then
actively viewed by the end-user, with them potentially having a
high degree of control over the morph’s playback and function. This
difference is intentional, as immersive environments are inherently
more interactive and embodied [43] than desktop environments,
encouraging users to “reach out” and directly manipulate their data.
We expect and encourage future research on animations in Immer-
sive Analytics to maintain this interaction-driven mindset—even
for presentation and storytelling to better engage and immerse
users through interactivity [28, 39].

9 LIMITATIONS
Our work naturally has several limitations in regards to the gram-
mar, the technical implementation, and the user study. First, our
grammar is built upon several key concepts such as dynamicmorphs
and embodied interaction. While we aimed to justify these ideas in
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Section 3, we did not properly evaluate them with actual end-users
in VR/AR performing data analysis tasks. Therefore, we cannot
confidently say that our approach is quantifiably beneficial for im-
mersive analytics. Second, our participants were not exposed to
all of the functionalities of Deimos. It is certainly possible that
there are pain points when using Deimos’ advanced functionalities
which were not identified due to the limited amount of time partic-
ipants spent using it. This could include the inability to perform
certain embodied gestures with the grammar, or difficulties manag-
ing morphs that contain more than 2 or 3 states and/or transitions.
Third, as the grammar is dependent on the visualisation package
that it is built upon, many of its limitations are born from DXR
[58]. Limitations include the inability to transition between differ-
ent mark types, lack of runtime data transformations, and overall
poor scalability compared to other toolkits like IATK [11] especially
when rendering large amounts of data. The inability to transform
data (e.g. aggregation and filtering) is especially troublesome as it
meant that time-varying animations (e.g. Gapminder [52]) were
not considered while designing the grammar, and using certain
visualisations in morphs such as barcharts required pre-processing.
While we had attempted to add data transformations into DXR
ourselves, the challenges in using .NET as a scripting language
made it difficult to achieve a syntax remotely equivalent to that of
Vega-Lite [55]. We see this as obvious future work, especially as
it can allow visualisations to not only morph between encodings,
but also between different levels of aggregation, filters, or even
different datasets.

10 CONCLUSION
This paper presented Deimos, a grammar and toolkit for proto-
typing morphs in immersive environments. Morphs are a collec-
tion of animated transitions that occur between different defined
states, which are triggered and modified by the use of signals. These
morphs are dynamically applied to visualisations during runtime,
and are capable of leveraging embodied interaction to enable inter-
active animated transitions. We view Deimos as an initial foray into
what a grammar to create embodied animated transitions in immer-
sive environments would look like. While our example gallery and
user study demonstrated Deimos’ ability to create a wide range of
morphs, future work would seek to understand how these morphs
are used by actual data analysts and/or audiences of immersive data
stories in VR/AR. We also hope that this work fuels greater interest
in the use of dynamically morphing embodied visualisations in
Immersive Analytics.
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